Nledia space applications that promote informrd aw~eness in an organization confront an inevitable paradox: the shared video connections between offices and rooms that promote informal awareness rdso cm rob individurds of privacy. A important open problem in this area is how to foster awareness of colleagues while minimizing the accompanying 10SSof privacy. One proposrd put forward is to filter the communicated video streams rather than broadcasting clear video. Such a scheme may facilitate awareness while helping to tieviate some aspects of the privacy loss. In tis ardcle, we describe several image filtering twhniques that provide awareness in informrd group communication applications while blurring the details of an individurd's activities, thus potentially preserving more privacy. We describe studies to quantitatively and qurditatively assess tie degrees of awareness and accuracy that these filtering tmtilques provide.
theentire grouprather than on an expliciq by-request basis. It is then up to the user to detem-ne if a remote participant in the media space is available, and whether it is appropriate to start a conversation or not. ls continuous-access requirement poses a difficult problem in media space applications: how to balance awareness and privacy. On one hand users must have access to awareness information about other users. Guided by social protocols, this awareness information provides the context that people utilize to start interactions. For example, a person may need someone's presence to remind him or her of the possibility and appropriateness for interaction.
On the other hand disclosing awareness information about oneself inevitably compromises the individuals own privacy. How much privacy is compromised may vary, however. Privacy is a complex issue and has many aspects. ParticulM dmensions of privacy include [2] : Hearing what someone is saying;
Recording and manipulating audio, video, and other information without consent of the user;
Identifying what someone is doing, that is, their "activity;
Identifying who is meeting with a person;
Seeing de~s of someone's actions, for example, watching as they change clothes to go play tennis Seeing how someone looks, what their mood is, what they are wearing, etc.
Clearly, these are just a few of the possible privacy issues that a person may encounter. Further amplifying the complexity of the privacy issue is the fact that different people have widely varying levels of concern in this regard. Nonetheless, opening a constant video view into an individurd's office as done in some media space applications probably compromises all these dimensions of privacy. So then, how can one promote awareness while minimizing people's feelings of the loss of privacy?
One proposed approach totils issue is to use abstracĩ conicrepresentations ofusers instad of video [1, 7, 14] . However, it is still debatable whether sacrificing the relatively richer contexturd information in video images is necessary [11] .
Another proposal approach is to transmit mdlfied video data instead of raw video at low frame rates. For example, media space sofiware may slowly transmit lower-thanordinary resolution video images so that remote users are able to sense the presence of the owner of the video and her movemen$ but they are less tikely to recognize the details in the video. High resolution, high tie-rate video might be reservd for users engagti in focused interactions.
Clearly, the use of mdlfied video addresses only some of tie dimensions of privacy. kdividuds still may feel 'tickti and Wls approach does nothing with the audio channel. Jlodified video may help blur the detis of an individual's activities, however, thus helping to prot=t privacy in the latter four of the privacy dimensions fisted above.
For example, consider the case of a person who changes cloties in his or her office to go running, and who forgets to 'b off the video fd of the m~a space office-share application. The use of a mdfi@ altered video feed might blur the images enough such that the images could be transmitted and the person wotid not feel that her privacy was violatd Similarly, modifid video might show that a person is meeting someone else in her office, but determining tie identity of that other person may be impossible.
bage filters are nti candidates for transforming video images-After images are captured by a hardware device and before they are transmittal to other parties, image filters can change the contents of the images. Examples of image filters that hide details include a bltig filter, an edge-detmtion filter, and so on. Depending upon which filter is used in a video str-, users receiving the video may perceive more or less information about the person who is present in the video.
Each of the image filtering techniques obscures detis to a certain degee while providing some level of presence information. However, it is not obvious how these image filtering techniques compare against each other, and whether they can give the user the flexiblfity of controlling presence and clarity.
The focus of tiis paper is to evrduate the effectiveness of several filtering techniques for communicating status and supporting presence. We sought to understand how well vide~filtering techniques convey or Klde details of the images' contents. that is, who is present and what they~e doing. FUSL we describe seved image filters to introduce the rtider to the set of techniques. Nexg we describe a comparative study to evaluate how well tie different filtering techniques suppress identity and activity in the video. Finally, we describe a prototype media space application that supports tiese different filtering modes and that has been deployed locally. We provide early user experiences with the system and describe how people have been using it
IMAGE FILTERING BASED TECHNIQUES
Oenedly, the more clear that a transmitted video image is, the more an observer will be able to perceive details in the image. An ideal media space application would convey only the details necessary to promote awareness and the intended use of the tool, while suppressing other details. Such an ided application probably never will exist, but our god was to understand how different image filtering techniques may or may not convey status details such as identity and activity.
The mX
Portholw system uses blur filters to process video images before making them available on the network [10, 11] . A blur filter usually refers to a procas that averages neighboring pixels in an image to prduce a new, blurry image. Repeatd applications of a blur filter produce incrementally blurrier imagm. A mX Portholes user can control the cloudiness parameter of video images of her being transmitted to other users.
Other filtering techniques already exist and are worth considering. Specifically, we have been experimenting with the following image filters: a pixelization filter, an edgedetection filter, a shadow-view filter and one of its variations. To illustrate the differences among these techniques, we present images shot from the same scene using the different filters Figure l-a is a regular image not processed by any image filters).
Pixelization Filter
A simple pixelization filter divides an image into a grid of eight-pixel wide by eight-pixel high blocks. Then within each block, the filter calculates the average intensity and color values, and assigns them to dl the pixels in that block. The effect is that the result image appears to be made of many uni-color squares, and some details in the original image are lost Figure l-b).
Edg-Detection Filter
An edge-detection filter produces a new image that only includes tiges in the original image (Figure l-c ). An edge is a boundary of sudden intensity changes. A pixel is likely to be on an edge if at that location, the maximum rate of intensity change per unit distance in all directions is great. A simple way to compute an approximation of edges in an image is to apply the Sobel operators to the original image [6] .
Shadow-Wew Filter
The shadow-view filter [8] assumes that the camera position and orientation do not change. At a user-specified time, usually when the field of view of the camera is empty, the filter saves the image of the scene as background-After the back~ound image is taken, the algorithm compares live video images against the ,,
;,
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background image. If there is somethiig that comes into the scene and does not appear to be pm of the back~oun~the live
video image should differ &an the savti~ackground image.~erefore, the shadow-view filter records average intensity changes in the~id of eight pixel by eight pixel blocks to create a new image for each eight-by-eight pixel block in image space, if the intensity change is small, the filter copies the block of data in the back~ound image tot he corresponding position in the new imagq if the i. intensity change is greater than a threshold, the filter copies a pixelized representation of this block in the background ,.
image to the new image. In addition, if the changed block in the background image is dark, the filter brightens its pixelization in the new image. Ukewise, if the block is brigh~the filter darkens it. me resulting synthesized image _ is then transmitted instead of live video, giving the visual effect of a ghostly shadow of the new object ,-.
Global illumination changes, occurring for example when a light is turned on, can cause false motions in the images. One solution is to pre-process each image with a blur filter then followed by a histogram equalization filter [6] to lessen the effect of lighting change. Another option is to * >.
provide the user with an easy way to re-take the reference image. For example, after the user issues the reset command, the application paus~, letting the user to leave the field of view of the camera, then the program takes a , snapshot of the new scene as the new reference image.
tiv-Shadow Rlter
While hiding some level of details, the shadow-view may not be sufficient to provide enough awareness information about the user. Under normal conditions, a viewer could have problems recognizing the moving object in shadowfiltered video. If instead of darkening or brightening the pixelizations of changed blocks in the background image, we blend them with pixelized blocks of the most recent live video image, the r~ulting image exposes more information about the current scene.~is variation of this shadow-view algorithm is thus called the "five-shadoti technique Figure l-e).
One simple way to think about the shadow algorithms is that they are fike pixelizers for objects that move or are rdien to the usual background scene which itself is presentd unmodified.
We were curious about how these different image filters might affect the utifity of a mdla space application. Understanding and assessing the effectiveness of the image filtering techniques include evaluating how much detail one can perceive from watching a squence of filtered video Use of the Portholes system [4] showed that in a media space environrnen~people often are interestd in other people's presence, availability, and interruptabifity-This kind of information can sometimes be inferred from seemingly unsubstantial artifacts in the environment For example in a private office, if the Wupant is on the telephone or trdking with a guesL it is usually impofite to interrupt her. Depending on her work habits, an empty office with the door open may si=~rd that she is around and will return soon.
In our study, we sought to learn how well people could interpret a scene viewd through the different image filters. For example, could a viewer detect the presence of a person in the video? If so, could they identi~the person andor the person's activity? If the viewers can rmognize the activities in the video smearns, they can probably infer availability and interruptabllity information. This rmo~ition, however, rdso potentially conveys private information. Conversely, if viewers cannot reco=mize and identi~activity without contextual clues such as whose office it is, a bit more of the individuals privacy may have been preservd Thou@ in WIScase, one must check whether the original purpose of the viewer has been fulfill~such as determining whether a person is available or interruptible.
QUA~lTAnVE STUDY
We conducted a study to help evaluate the effectiveness of the specific image filters in delivering information about a remote space. This was done by showing filtered @deo segments to users, then determining whether the users cou~dperceive awareness-related information correcfly.
We recruited five students as actors in preparing the videos for user testing @lgure 2). The individtis were chosen so that d] were moderately sitiar in appearance (males, relatively short hair, no glasses, and white shii), tius simulating a type of worst-case scenario for identification purposes.
For each of the actors, a portrait picture was taken, then a series of video segments were sho~The office set up for filming the video included a table, a workstation with a monitor, a tamer% and two chairs. The camera was placd next to the monitor, facing the primary chair where a user of the workstation would fikely si~with a @ante of the doonvay. The image of an actor's head occupied rougMy one-ninti of the Iotrd image area in the video.
We filmed video segments of each actor performing four different but Qpid office activitie~looking at a computer monitor at eye level, @king on the phone, meeting with a Figure 2 The five student actors second actor while facing away from the camera (the second actor sat further away from the camera so the subjects would know which to identify), and flipping through a magazine on his lap. We also recorded a spmid video segment of an office tithout any occupants, in which the door was open and an actor passed by the doorway. Each vidm segment lasted 15 seconds to leave enough footage for edhing. Then each segment was processed through the four filters the pixelizer, the dge detector, the live-shadow filter, and the shadow-view filter. Finally, five seconds of the most representative portion of each processd video segment was saved to disk along with the unfiltered version.
Subjects with adquate or corrected vision participated in the study. Before each set of tests, a subject was given the five portrait imagw of people possibly in the video streams. We showed five randomly selected warm-up video segments with brief verbal explanations prior to the formal tests to allow the subjmt to become familiar with the different filters, and to help reduce misinterpretations.
The subjects in the study viewd twenty-one video clips in a session (five actors doing each of the four activities plus the one empty room clip). Each subject viewed the same order of thtie actor-activity-pairing segments. The image filter utilized on the video clip and the image size (80 by 60 pixels or 320 by 240 pixels) of the clip were varid randomly, however. For each video segment, we asked the subject questions according to the decision tree in Figure 3 .
Resulk
Twenty people participated in the study. All of the subjects except one were unfarnifiar with the student actors in the videos. The exception only knew one of tie five actors very well. Some of the subjects may have seen some of the actors before, but they did not know the actors personally.
Wasti=e mvonern tiemm? .A-egar~ess of the image filter usm rdl of the subjects respondd correcdy to the empty room scene and notd that the door was open. h less tian one percent of dl trials with an actor presen~a subject identified the room as being empty.~s occurred because the actor was not moving much and the shadow-view filter was us@ transforming tie actor semi-transpwen~However, in dl these cases, subjects did guess correctiy that the door was closed. me chart in Hgure 4 fists the correct acfitity recognition totrds and percentages for the different image filters. Note that tils is cumulative data summti over rdl different actors and activities. Note how dl the filters supportd high activity recognition levels (9070 md up) except for the shadow-view filter. l~]th i~subjects identified the correct activity about 6070 of the time whh both image sizes. me data is dso broken out in Fi=me 5 amrding to the different activities (for simplicity, the chart fm the empty room scene is not shown). me chart in Rgure 6 fists the comect actor identification totrds and percentages for dl the different image filters. Again, this data is summed over rdl actors and activities. me data is broken out by activity in Fi=we 7.
Note how identity was unifody more difficult to rmognize than activity @lgure 6 vs. Figure 4) . As occurred for activity recognition, the shadow-view filter again etilbitd the lowest correct actor identification percentages. Here, however, the other filters exhibited correct actor identifications below the 9070 level found in activity recognition. me five-shadow filter showed a marked difference between the two correct recognition rates, particularly at the smrdl image size (9570 correct activity recognition vs. 5370 correct actor recognition).~s may be important for an application seetig to transmit activity information u'bile suppressing individurd identification, such as a view into a common ar~for example a department copy-machme rmm. K an application seek to suppress both actor and activity information while still conveying whether an individurd is presen~clearly the shadow-view filter would be the besL FinWy, the chart in figure S fists the totrds and percentagf or a correct identification of both actor and activity in the same scene for al the different filters.
Please note that our research, and this study in pardcula, did not direcdy address the tie between the conveyance of particular types of information (identity, activity, presence, etc) and the more subjective, personal notion of the loss of privacy.~Is study simply assessed how effective the different image filters were at conveying or suppressing different types of information over a video stream. However, it should not be diffictit to imagine how changes in the information conveyed cotid affect the notion of more or less privacy being surrender
In the next section, we describe the deployment of a simple media space application armed with these different filtering QUALITA~VE STUDY h order to acquire more subjective data about the use of different video techniques in a casurd group awareness system, we prototype a video space application based on a modified \'ersion of 'tic" [12], a popular htemet video conferencing tool.
On startup, the program displays a collection of thumbnail images (SO by 60 pixels) of available video sources in a video space~lgure 9)-By cficfing on the "bpture" button, the user can start or stop capturing and transmitting video from the camera connected to hls or her computer. me "Options" pull-down menu rdlows the user to switch among the different image filtering modes plus the no filtering mode, and built-in static image-notes such as "at a mmting" or "do not distur~. It was important to us to allow a user to select the video filter Wing used to broadcast her signrd to rdl other users. This menu dso has an option to pop up the control panel, which allows the user to fine tune parameters of the transmission, such as the video capture hardware device to use, the tie-and bitrate bounds, etc. The '%fembers" button pops up a participant list that shows everyone hewn to the current video session, including those not sending a video stream. WIS pticipant fist rdso~lows the locrd user to choose which video streams to receive and which viola streams to i=aore.
If the user clicb on a thumbnail image a larger window of tie same vidm source pops up. The size of Wls window varies depending on the type of hardware its source uses, but is usually close to 320 by 240 pixels. This larger view dso includes other information about the video sources, such as a text note postal by its owner, tie rate and other statistics &igure 10).
Adding the image filters accounted for a majority part of the modifications done to the original tic. Besides the previously described four images filters, we addd an "Activity Only-' mode as an extreme in providing the least amount of information about a user. h tils retie, a bar chort of overd] image intensity differences was transmitted instead of video (similar to that in [1 l]) .
Other modifications to the original tic are mosdy user interface relatd For example, the onginrd tic displays transmission statistics of each video source along with the thumbnail video images in the main application window. Jmen tils tool is used in a media space setup, the statistical information is less fiquenfly needed in the main display ar= To keep the toplevel application window smd and well utifiz@ we movd statisticrd information displays to the detil windows associatti with individud video sources. 
Fj the computer scene, the phone scene, the meeting scene,ã nd the magazine scene, respectively , 16
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Usage Feedback
We set up a special m~la space died the 'Xlectic Lounge". A number of volunteers within the locrd community participated in Wls study and connected to the Electic Lounge using our enhanced system. However, due to video capturing quipment shortage and user on-tine time variations, the number of simtitaneous users in the Electric hunge mged horn four to about ten.
Initirdly, users had a titie~epidation about participating in tie Electric Lounge-Fairly quicMy, however, users became accustomd to having the video space app~cation running.
Fi=me 9. me main display ara of the prototype video space application 17
As curiosity and novelty wore off, people tended to forget about the video space when working on other tasks, even if the videos were visible on the desktop. They used the video space to check the status of other pmple with whom they interacted. Sometimes the users would glance the gallery of video images to get a vague sense of what was happening in the virturd proximity. They also preferred to use the Electric Lounge to express some information about themselves, such as "not in office right noti' or "do not distur&', rather than leaving the video space by quitting the application.
From informal interviews, we found that the possibility of identi~ng someone in a filtered video changed with familiarity level. For example, someone familiar with the user might be able to guess if she was in a pixelated video based on shirt color, or hairstyle, or the geometry of her face. Especially in a tightIy related group of people with frequent collaborations, identifying the person in the video was not difficult because people were extremely familiar with each other, and the video thumbnails were labeled. In this case, people could reliably judge the availability and interruptability of other users by watching filtered videos, even if the details of the activity in a video were not available. Without being able to recognize most of the gestures, people used the Electric Lounge many times to watch a remote office and wait for the guest in the room to leave before making a visitor placing a cdl.
We also observed that users did not often change among the different filters broadcasting their signal. People tended to choose one filter and stayed with it. The shadow and live-shadow views were seldom used, usually because they involved a background setup process. The pixelization filter was often chosen -it seemed to convey a reasonable level of information while dso blurring fine-grain details. The "Activity only' bar chart filter was virtually never used.
Several users suggested that they might not be interested in what the background looked like, and it could be made even blurrier than the foreground. To test out this idea, we added a fifth image filter, the "mosaic" filter Figure 10) . hst=d of using a background, the mosaic filter kept a two dimensional may of intensity change values calculated from consecutive video images. It periodically lowered the recordti intensity change levels to gradually lessen the effects of old intensity changes. Before each image rdraw, the mosaic filter painted blocks that had motion in higher resolution and static blinks in lower resolution. Effectively, the mosaic filter serves as a form of pixelizer. with finegrain pixelization in areas of motion and coarse-grain pixelization in static areas. Since the mosaic filter was implemental after we stmed the evaluation studies, we do not have any quantitative data or user comments about this filter yet.
CONCLUSION

Wls title
describes studies to evaluate the effectiveness and utility of different image filtering techniques usd in Figure 10 . The close-up view of one tideo source (video image shown as processed by the new 'tiosaic" filter) mtia space applications. We described a number of existing filtering techniques, and introduti bvo new methods. We believe that tiese techniques can be useful tools for software desi=~ers to help control interpersonal access in mda space applications. h addition, we presentd a study to quantitatively assess the ability of these different filters to convey or suppress activity, identification, and presence information over a video s~a.
Ftier, we presentd a video space application that utitizes these filtering techniques, and we discussd early user fdback on the program.
